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Both the  USBF Senior Team Trials and Women's Trials are being held outside Chicago this 
week.  Segment 1 in the Senior's event featured many interesting deals and swings, with an 
astounding 144 imps scored in the two matches in 15 boards.  As usual BBO has viewgraphs 
of the action: http://www.bridgebase.com/client/client.php  and you can follow the results 
and check out the daily bulletins at the USBF website: http://usbf.org/index.php?
option=com_vugraphs&event=USSBC2012  
The lineups for the semifinals in the Senior's Event:

Reese Milner, Capt     Hemant Lall
David Berkowitz          Alan Sontag 
Matthew Granovetter Ron Rubin 

vs.
Richard Schwartz, Capt    Lewis Finkel
Neil Chambers                   John Schermer
Stephen Landen                 Sam Lev 

Kyle Larsen, Capt        Rose Meltzer
Mark Feldman             Bill Pollack
John Mohan                 Ron Smith 

vs
Carolyn Lynch, Capt          Mike Passell
Eddie Wold                          Marc Jacobus
Garey Hayden                     John Sutherlin

The first of six segments of 15 boards started out with a bang when Garey Hayden played in 
6N off the ♣AK.  Rose Meltzer found herself strip-squeezed holding the following:

BBO voice commentator, David Bird, noted that you cannot discard one of your top clubs on 
the run of 6 spades and 2 diamonds as a strong declarer will always get you in the endgame.
You must hold your club honors and risk that declarer will take the heart finesse instead of 
playing for the drop of the J. 

The following hand is notable on a couple of accounts.  In each match one table played in 
4S, a contract with no play, and the other in 3N.  In each match the declarer in 3N was able 
to make his contract, a contract also with no play, given proper defense.

How did the defense go wrong in both matches?
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Clubs were led at both tables establishing the setting trick.  Declarers at both tables cashed 4 
heart tricks and the West hand at both tables gave heart count by playing the 3 then 2. 
Neither West, with a sure spade stopper played suit preference in hearts by playing the ♥♥9 
first while following to the four hearts, and neither East felt comfortable discarding a spade.

Both Easts discarded two diamonds and both declarers led a hopeful ♦♦Q and were rewarded 
when the now bare ♦♦J fell.

I'd give West some responsibility for not helping partner with better signaling while 
following to the four hearts.  What do you think?

David Bird was present for voice commentary during the first segment and took the 
opportunity to expound on his simulation work on opening leads that has been presented in 
“Winning Notrump Leads”.  For any given bidding sequence the computer generated 5,000 
deals to analyze your best lead from a given hand.   If you want a peek, including the table of 
contents:   http://www.baronbarclay.com/Book_Samples/5361.pdf
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